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CHAIRMAN'S COLUMN
As technology continues to alter the construction industry, Steven Thompson
considers the impact on the surveying professions

A

All change

Along with every other
profession, quantity surveying
is undergoing considerable
change. This is due in no
small part to the continuing
introduction and use of new
technologies, all of which
have become an increasingly
common feature of our
working day.
Meanwhile, our regular
quantity surveying chair Justin
Sullivan is himself currently
involved in another major
change – namely PG2020,
on which the Construction
Journal will report as there are
further developments – so I
have gladly stepped in to pen
this issue’s column.

No threat
Change is not particularly new,
of course, and the profession
seems to have been changing
ever since I started work
in 1975. The advent of new
technology has been seen in
every generation as a threat
to the livelihood of chartered
surveyors, with dire warnings
of redundancy as machines
take over. We have always
heard that robots will be
able to work faster and more
accurately than human beings,
4 NO V EMBER/ DECEMBER 2 017

with the bonus of not needing
to take a lunch break.
However, as we have
discovered, this will actually
release surveyors from
undertaking those tasks that
have to be completed but
seem to take ages, such as
counting bricks – and yes, I did
start out doing that.
As another example, I
assume that visual inspections
of large construction or
infrastructure sites for
interim monthly valuation
assessments are being
undertaken very quickly by
sending up a drone to survey
the extent of work completed,
which would seem to be an
innovative and sensible use
of technology. But we will still
need to assess the extent of
progress inside the building.
How will technology help us
to do so? Please share your
experiences with us.

Drone doubts
Drone technology does
present challenges to those
not familiar with it. For
instance, my partner was
at work recently when she
became aware of a noise
behind her shoulder. Given
that she works next to the
window on the 13th floor
of her building, this was
something of a surprise.
Her PC screen was
facing the window and
displaying sensitive material,
so on turning and seeing a
drone hovering there she
immediately suspected a spy

was at work, and covered
her screen. Needless to say,
the facilities management
contractor was just
undertaking a condition survey
on the curtain walling, and no
one had thought to mention it
to her or the team.

Advisory capacity
New technology should
enhance the ability of
surveyors, of whatever
discipline, to do what they
are best at and devote more
time to it – that is, providing
high-quality, well-reasoned
professional advice to
their clients and interested
stakeholders by drawing on
the accurate data gathered
by whatever technology is
being used. We are in danger
of losing the thinking time that
surveyors need to consider
the options available to the
client, assess the implications
of their selection, and offer
a thought-through strategy
for dealing with them as well
as a clear recommendation
as to the best way forward.
This is a direct result of using
the technology: if devices
allow us to output data, much
quicker than before, clients
will expect answers faster, and
the chance to think about the
reasoned advice may be lost.
Chartered surveyors
still have much to offer the
construction industry and the
wider economy in ensuring
excellence in commercial
management, whether they
are dealing with a modestly

valued building project or
with a major infrastructure
development of national
importance. In all cases,
control of the financial aspects
is of paramount importance,
from advising on the front-end
business case preparation to
project work on site.
Given the looming skills
shortage, there is little
doubt in my mind that more
chartered surveyors will be
needed rather than fewer, and
that their knowledge and their
ability to advise clients and
other key stakeholders on all
aspects of construction and
infrastructure projects
will continue to be of
paramount importance.
So this is not a call to
ignore emerging technology,
but rather to embrace it as
an opportunity to give better
advice to our clients. b
Steven Thompson is Associate
Director of Built Environment
at RICS
sthompson@rics.org

UPDATE

UPDATE
SME business
workshops on
the road
RICS is staging a series of workshops
around the UK to support small and
medium-sized enterprises to grow their
business. These will offer practical expert
advice on the techniques you can apply
and the resources available to help.
It will cover:
bb promotion and branding of
your business
bb how to develop your marketing strategy
bb building your organisational structure
bb the skill of winning new contracts.
For further details, please visit:
n www.rics.org/uk/training-events

Second edition of
ICMS in pipeline
The International Construction
Measurements Standards (ICMS)
coalition has decided to proceed with a
second edition to incorporate lifecycle
costs; a user guide for ICMS will also
be available for members before the
end of this year, and the New Rules
of Measurement will be revised to
incorporate ICMS as well.
Meanwhile, work on a global
professional statement for cost prediction
will commence shortly; the working group
is currently being assembled.

EVENTS
Commercial Management in
Infrastructure Conference
8 March 2018, London

n rics.org/
infrastructureconference

Quantity Surveying and
Construction Conference
May 2018, London

n rics.org/qsconference

RICS gears up
for 150-year
anniversary
Next year marks the 150th
anniversary of RICS. To celebrate
this milestone, the organisation is
running two exciting campaigns for
professionals, members and the
wider industry.
Pride in the Profession will
celebrate 150 years of surveying
successes by looking at the positive
impact the profession has had
in society, demonstrating how
varied and rewarding a career in
surveying can be. We need you to
help us showcase great examples
by nominating inspiring people and
projects to illustrate the benefits that
surveying has in the world around us.
Submissions can be made via
the RICS website (rics.org/150) and
the best examples will be published
through the course of the campaign.
The Future Cities Challenge
meanwhile is a global competition
run by RICS designed to address
the most pressing issues facing the
world’s rapidly expanding cities.
Global urban populations are
predicted to grow by more than
2.5bn by 2050. This presents one
of the defining challenges of our
time, putting unprecedented levels
of strain on property, construction,
infrastructure and land use.
RICS will challenge students in
the fields of surveying, architecture,
design and engineering among
others to consider the problems
posed by rapid urbanisation and find
innovative solutions. The competition
will be judged by leading names from
our industry and beyond, and the
best idea will be awarded a
cash prize.
We’re also inviting members
around the world to mentor
shortlisted entrants – a great
opportunity to help shape future
talent. To register your interest, email
us at 150@rics.org.
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STANDARDS
Recently published

Employer’s agent: design and
build guidance note

n www.rics.org/
employersagentdb

International Construction
Measurement Standards
n https://icms-coalition.org

Conflicts of interest global
professional statement,
1st edition
n www.rics.org/conflictinterest
All RICS and international standards
are subject to a consultation, open
to RICS members. To see the latest
consultations, please visit
n www.rics.org/iconsult

Help the homeless
RICS is calling on UK construction firms to
help tackle the industry’s skills shortage by
helping some of their communities’ most
vulnerable people to get back into work.
It has been predicted that 190,000 new
jobs will be needed in the UK construction
industry by the end of 2018, but there
is a growing fear that there will not be
sufficient talent to fill them. Our recent
research also revealed that the industry
could lose almost 200,000 EU workers
after Brexit is concluded, should the UK no
longer have access to the single market.
We are therefore urging construction
firms to provide routes into employment
for young people who have experienced
homelessness by offering more trainingled programmes, adapting working
practices and getting involved with
specialist back-to work schemes for those
facing barriers.
Business in the Community’s Ready for
Work programme (http://bit.ly/2xuqHFR)
in which more than 150 businesses are
already participating, supports people
who are at risk of homelessness; it
provides them with training, work
placements and progression into
employment. Construction firms can then
benefit from cost-effective recruitment
opportunities and stronger links with
their local community.
NO V EMBER/ DECEMBER 2 017
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Asta Powerproject BIM now links with our
Bidcon estimating tool to deliver 5D BIM
◊ Perform instantaneous takeoffs from 3D models in Bidcon
◊ Instantly export resulting estimation into Asta Powerproject
◊ Pre-populate project plans with costs and resources

Visit elecosoft.com/bidcon and see
how you can save time and money

elecosoft.com
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Digital
revolution
How do we make the most
of innovation to improve
construction, asks
outgoing RICS President
Amanda Clack?

W

ith an emphasis
on improving
productivity in
construction,
the industry is
looking to ensure
recruitment
of skilled
workers, enhance innovation and get the
technology in place needed for change.
Digital construction is central to this.
The UK’s productivity is poor compared
to the other G7 countries – currently,
it sits 35% behind Germany and 18%
behind the G7 average. The UK’s 2016
Autumn Statement from Chancellor Philip
Hammond suggested that as little as a
1% rise in productivity every year would
within a decade add £240bn to the size
of the economy (http://bit.ly/2ggFVpk).
This is a fundamental ingredient in the
fulfilment of the aspirations expressed
by the government in the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan, the Industrial Strategy and
of course the Housing White Paper.

No time for complacency
But what do we mean by “digital” and
how can we use it to help us close the
productivity gap? It is clear that reducing
complexity, lowering costs and
shortening the time taken to
complete projects, and making quality
enhancements are the most likely ways
we will become more productive. The
construction industry expects digital
innovation to be transformative.
Where it starts to have particular
advantages is in lowering costs and
improving scheduling. Enabling smart
customer interactions and ensuring data
transparency are other benefits that the
greater adoption of digital technology
can provide.

Promoting a digital strategy is key,
as is early adoption and a strong
digital brand presence – there is no
time for complacency, the revolution is
already upon us. But the reality is that
construction companies are not so far
advanced in terms of digital innovation as
they should be.

Constructing proper context
To stimulate innovation in this area,
the proper environment needs to be
created. With construction margins so
low, it is essential that we offer a level of
certainty for the pipeline of projects, both
public and private, to bolster confidence
throughout the sector. This needs to be
coupled with policy incentives being put
in place by the government, while hoping
that clients have realistic expectations
about procurement.
The adoption and use of digital
technologies and techniques in
manufacturing will help improve
efficiency. The construction industry
may be slow to change itself, but there is
certainly potential for digital innovation in
this regard.
Traditional construction with its
bespoke processes is invariably the
least productive approach. If we aim
to drive up volumetric approaches –
standard solutions and processes – or
componentisation – standard solutions
and bespoke processes – efficiency
will rise by 10–20%. The value lies in a
manufactured approach in which bespoke
solutions and standard processes
improve efficiency by up to 40%.

Digital enablers?
Building information modelling is being
used more frequently, but its full potential
has yet to be realised. Building a structure
Image © iStock

Digital technologies
and techniques will
improve efficiency
before visiting a site must be a way of
driving efficiency, improving safety and
reducing time and cost at the same time
as enhancing quality.
But digital horizons do not end there.
The use of virtual headsets, hand-held
technologies, drones, analytics and
the cloud will help to enable the digital
construction revolution. This is necessary
to create a sector that is fit for the future.
As we evolve with this movement, we
need to ensure three things to realise the
digital vision:
bb investment in innovation
by companies
bb leadership from government and
inside industry, and
bb skills enhancement and development.
Watch this space. b

Amanda Clack is RICS President 2016/17
president@rics.org

Related competencies include
Building information modelling (BIM)
management, Data management
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3D hype

O

Xavier De Kestelier considers how 3D printing can be
successfully applied in construction

ver the past 10
years, we have
been teased by
the potential
of 3D printing.
There have
been reports
of the world’s
first 3D-printed
shoes and violins, for instance, and
developments have been hailed as a
Fourth Industrial Revolution, which will
be so disruptive that it will transform
current manufacturing. Anyone will be
able to print pretty much anything from

8 NO V EMBER/ DECEMBER 2 017

the comfort of their living rooms and
garden sheds. Consumers will become
fabricators, printing kitchen utensils, toys,
bicycles, motorbikes and even cars.

Late adoption
But where does this hype about 3D
printing originate? The technology is
far from new. The first commercial 3D
printers have been available since the
late 1980s, but the technology has only
entered the public consciousness in the
past five to 10 years.
This surge in interest originates in an
experiment at the University of Bath,

where Professor Adrian Bowyer took up
the challenge in 2008 of developing a
machine that could produce an identical
copy of itself. The result of this was the
RepRap 3D printer, a low-cost device
that could reproduce about 70% of its
own parts (https://reprappro.com).
The significant breakthrough was not
the self-replication, but the fact that
the machine cost less than $500 to
make and that Bowyer made the plans
open source and published them on the
RepRap website. Before the RepRap
machine, 3D printers could cost anything
from $30,000 up to $1m. So once
Images © Getty, Bevis Marks
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Bowyer published the plans, hundreds of
small start-ups were established. Each
created versions of that original machine,
in most cases for less than $1,500.
Suddenly, a large number of dedicated
hobbyists could afford to get themselves
a 3D printer.
In 2012, I visited the Maker Faire in
New York city. It was the first year that
there was 3D printing village, a large
tent full of enthusiasts who had got
their hands on the early offspring of
the RepRap machine. But one of the
problems with this 3D printing movement
was already evident.
Most enthusiasts were mainly
interested in the technology itself – how
the printers worked, how to make them
to print faster, thinner or with more
colours, and so on. Nobody was really
interested in what you could print with
them. Most of the people there were
printing the same plastic cup and chess
pieces, and none of these were better,
cheaper or even more beautiful than the
traditionally manufactured versions.

Where applicable
Just because we can 3D print something,
doesn’t mean we should. How do
we realise the true potential of this
remarkable technology? How do we cut
through all the hype and headlines to
find an application for 3D printing that
actually makes things better?
The first and most fundamental
question should always be “Is this
3D-printed item an improvement on the
original product?” By this we mean, does
it reduce cost, increase efficiency, solve
a major problem, or indeed look as
though it will revolutionise the market?
If the answer is “no”, it’s time to move
on to the next thing. But if the answer is
“yes”, then things start to look a little
more interesting.
In fact, the vast majority of 3D-printing
projects hyped in both mainstream and
specialist media are vapourware – that
is, concepts that will never be realised
because there is no compelling social
or economic reason to make them
happen. So at first glance it appears
commercial 3D printing may be a dud as
a consumer product. However, there are
several applications that have slipped
below the media’s radar while completely
revolutionising a couple of key industries.
For example, all of the hearing aid
manufacturers in the USA switched
to 3D printing as a manufacturing
process in less than two years. More
than 10m hearing aids have been 3D
printed to date. Another area in which

developments have been made is
dentistry, and almost three-quarters of
a million people now have implants that
have been 3D printed.
The success of 3D printing in these
areas is down to the customisable nature
of the technology. Everyone’s teeth or
inner ear shapes are unique: with 3D
printing, every hearing aid or implant can
be tailored for the individual. These are
also low-volume products, as only one or
two of each will ever be made. If we want
to look for the biggest opportunities for
3D printing, we will find them in areas of
industry that have similar requirements,
where the geometry is small and specific,
designs must be tailored, items are high
in value and low in volume.

3D printing in construction
So, how can the technology best be
applied in architecture and construction?
Buildings are often highly standardised,
constructed from elements that are fairly
large and made from low-cost materials
– essentially, the exact opposite of what
3D printing does really well.
The most likely application in
construction, therefore, would be for
architectural connections such as
space-frame connectors, customised
fittings or ironmongery. These are
often limited in size, high in value and
made in relatively low numbers, as well
as being particularly customised on
some occasions. But this is a realm that
remains largely unexplored architecture.

In narrowing down
the vast potential of
its applications, we
can start to refine
the technology
and transform
the way projects
are designed and
developed
One good example of a larger-scale
application of 3D printing in architecture
would be the cladding of a structural
node at the 6 Bevis Marks building
in London (see photo, below left).
Alternatives made from welded or spliced
steel plate were considered, but neither
was in line with the design intent of
Fletcher Priest Architects, and 3D printing
was the only process that could produce
the complex geometry of the structural
node cladding. Although this was on
a much larger scale than hearing aids
or dental implants, from a construction
perspective the cladding was still a
relatively small building element.
It is these smaller, customised parts
with more complex geometry where we
will see the first significant applications of
3D printing in architecture. In narrowing
down the vast potential of its applications,
we can start to refine the technology and
transform the way projects are designed
and developed.
Small but critical building components
are perhaps less spectacular than
houses that are entirely 3D printed,
but that is often the reality of most
hyped technologies. In identifying this
opportunity now, we will be able to
exploit the potential of 3D printing for
architecture and construction fully in
the future. C

Xavier De Kestelier is Head of Design
Technology and Innovation at HASSELL
xdekestelier@hassellstudio.com

k 6 Bevis Marks building in London

Related competencies include
Construction technology and
environmental services
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o understand
how to increase
the potential of
smart buildings,
we need to define
what “smart”
means. The
word is used
everywhere these
days – in smartphones, smart meters or
smart fridges, for instance – but what it
signifies is not always understood.
A smart device is, at its core, one that
can communicate. Such devices are
typically interactive and, to some extent,
autonomous, and they communicate over
a wireless protocol such as wifi, 3G or
Bluetooth. This sounds simple, but it has
opened up a world of opportunity both
inside the home and outside. Some smart
devices are already in use while others
are on their way, and it is clear that smart
technology is only going to proliferate.
The network of such devices as a
collective has become known as the
Internet of Things, and it is estimated
that more than 8bn connected devices of
some kind will be in use by the end of 2017
around the world (http://gtnr.it/2l3tOOU).
Smart TVs, smart lighting and smart
heating controls are already in domestic
use, while smart locks and fridges are
beginning to appear, particularly as some
of the major players become involved.
Google, Amazon and Apple are all
staking a claim to be a central point of
control for domestic devices, but the value
of smart technology lies in more than just
controlling music with vocal commands.

Archie Corliss maintains that the construction
industry is well placed to make smart buildings smarter

Smart thinking

complex control systems as they will sit
unused next to the boiler, as everyone can
control their heating from the advanced
computing device in their pocket.
Some controls include more automation
and algorithms that try to learn your
behaviour and optimise the heating system
control accordingly. For example, Google’s
Nest gets to know the temperature you
like when at home and turns itself down
when you are away, while Heat Genius

Running hot and cold
In the average UK home, space heating,
hot water, lighting and appliances are
the major energy uses (see Figure 1),
although in the future this may change,
as consumption for applications such as
mechanical ventilation, air conditioning and
electric vehicle charging may increase.
With space heating and hot water
making up such a large proportion
of energy use, there is a significant
opportunity here for energy saving, and
there is already healthy competition in the
smart heating control market. Nest, Hive,
Honeywell and Heat Genius are just a few
of the names in this sector, some of them
backed by major brands such as Google
and British Gas, but there are more than
a dozen providers in the market with
offerings of different levels of control
and automation.
What they have in common is control
by app: the ubiquity of the smartphone
means that we no longer need design
1 0 NO V EMBER/ DECEMBER 2 017

Figure 1
Annual energy use in the UK home
Lighting and
appliances
24%





Cooking 2%
Hot water 11%

uses room-by-room sensors to learn your
occupancy habits and heat individual
rooms appropriately. So the use of such
facilities should be a consideration when
thinking about the future of construction.
The development of smart heating is
giving consumers more power over the
energy they consume, as well as making
their patterns of consumption more
visible. While a system might be set up
with a standard control pattern – on in the
morning when the household wakes up,
off during the day when occupants are at
work or school, and then on again in the
evening when they return home – its value
lies in its ability to adapt and learn from
users’ behaviour.

Power over power

 Space
heating 63%

Source: Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy (http://bit.ly/1zC4opS)

So if we know we can save on our heating
use, what can we do for our electricity
consumption? We still need to use lighting
in the evening when it gets dark and we
have increasing numbers of electronic
appliances that require charging. At the
same time, household renewables such
as solar photovoltaic (PV) panels do not
produce energy on command. The first
stage, then, is understanding the profile of
our current energy use.
From Figure 2, we can see that much of
the value of domestic power generation is
lost as it is exported to the grid – shown in
yellow – rather than consumed within the
property – shown in grey. However, this is
an average representation and does not
Image © iStock
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Figure 2
Energy usage of an average UK household with 2kW of solar PV panels
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Figure 3
Energy usage of a two-adult UK household with 2kW of solar PV panels
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Energy Networks (ORCSEN) to investigate
the opportunities that smart control offers
a community (http://bit.ly/2uIMGVi). The
project involved modelling an area of
construction in Wolverhampton, including
236 houses and a nearby business park,
with a significant proportion of renewable
generation such as heat pumps as well
as smart appliances, electric vehicles and
energy storage.
The smart control algorithm optimised
energy flows across the community against
local grid constraints, minimising the export
of electricity generated in the community
over the summer and reducing winter
evening peak electricity demand by 25%.
In future, it should be possible to
monetise benefits such as these, as local
distribution network operators begin to
play a more active role in local network
management. In this case, the benefits
from the residents’ perspective include
a reduction in average electricity bills by
9%, demonstrating the advantages to
multiple parties from such a system. For
housing developers, this approach could
also present an opportunity to reduce
infrastructure costs while offering an
attractive sales proposition for future
residents of the community.

Smart futures
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Source: Encraft
necessarily represent a real household,
whose usage may be better demonstrated
by Figure 3. This shows what happens
in a household that is empty all day. Only
background devices such as fridges are
consuming the electricity generated by the
solar panels, and the majority is exported
to the grid.
To optimise the use of energy in the
house, thereby decreasing energy costs
and avoiding the local grid issues that can
be caused at times of peak PV export,
modern construction design needs to
consider energy storage. The addition of a
battery would allow a smart home control
system to load-shift; that is, to charge a
battery for use later with cheap
solar-generated energy. Battery
companies such as Moixa now offer
smart control of their storage systems
to maximise the amount of free or cheap
energy that can be stored for later use.
We have seen that smart buildings are
here, so we return to our original question
– how can we make smart buildings
smarter? There is only so much that can

be done in any single building, so the
answer is connecting communities.

Connected communities
When you increase the scale of a smart
control algorithm from the individual home
to a local community of hundreds of
homes, the opportunities increase again.
When averaging demand from a number
of properties, you smooth out peaks in
local demand. Solar photovoltaic panels
on one property generate electricity
that may not be used in that house, but
connecting communities enables that
surplus to be used by neighbours instead.
Other opportunities include the ability
to aggregate energy storage across a
community and monetise this by providing
services to the local electricity network or
to National Grid.
Encraft, which works with customers
to construct low-carbon buildings,
energy-related digital technologies
and local energy systems, undertook
an Innovate UK-funded project called
Optimising Regional Cluster of Smart

We have discussed domestic smart energy
control and community connections, but
there is no reason to stop there. The future
smart home could sit in an ‘ecosystem’ of
smart control, talking to every other home,
the community and large industrial plants
and generators, as well as dynamically
responding to constraints at local facilities
such as substations, as the ORCSEN
project was able to do. When the wind
is blowing and turbines are generating
significant amounts of energy, for instance,
signals could be sent for electric vehicles
to charge, and they would then use this
stored energy when margins of supply are
tighter. So the future of construction is in
connectivity. C

Archie Corliss is Lead on Energy
Storage at Encraft
archie.corliss@encraft.co.uk

Related competencies include
Construction technology and
environmental services
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The module has landed
Off-site construction offers considerable potential for expediting projects.
Andy King explains how to make best use of modular methods

W

hile traditional
construction
takes place
entirely on
site, off-site
construction
– as the name
suggests –
tries to minimise the amount of work
done there by pre-engineering building
elements in a factory and then combining
them in situ.
The extent of prefabrication used in
construction can vary, with elements
from wall panels to complete buildings
being delivered to site, and all these
approaches are covered by the term
off-site construction. One of the methods
perhaps most commonly associated with
this is modular construction; modules
are sections of a building manufactured
in controlled factory conditions that are
then delivered and combined on site to
form a complete building.
This process improves on several
aspects of traditional construction.
For example, with building elements
produced in a factory environment, waste
is designed out and quality more easily
assured. There is also less of an impact
on the site itself from construction, while
conditions such as weather have less
effect on the programme, making work
not only quicker but more dependable.

Barriers to adoption
This is not to say that the modular
approach is the answer for every
construction project. However, one of
the biggest barriers to more widespread
adoption of modular construction is not
the limitations of the method itself but
the market’s lack of understanding as to
how the procurement process works. To
get the most from modular construction
methods, projects need to be approached
in the correct way.
The first step is understanding the
modular construction process and what
its implications are. The extent to which
you can standardise the components of
your building, the heating and cooling
methods required or even how modules
12 NO V EMBER / DECEMBER 2 017

As an aside, you should not make the
mistake of thinking all modular buildings
will share the box-like industrial look of
standard temporary accommodation
on a construction site. Features such
as traditional roof configurations and
cladding are well within the capabilities
of modern modular building manufacture,
meaning that good providers can
modularise a traditional design without
compromising the exterior image.

k The UK’s first stand-alone modular
custody suite on the Isle of Man
should be delivered to the site all need
to be considered. The finished modular
product can differ from a similar
traditional build in many ways that might
not be immediately obvious.

Stand-alone project
A good example of this is the UK’s first
stand-alone modular custody suite on the
Isle of Man (see image, above). At first
glance, it may seem that it would be more
difficult to transport units to the island
than build the suite on site. However, the
specialist nature of the materials required,
as well as the lack of raw materials
on the island, meant that delivering a
premanufactured building was much
more straightforward, and greatly
reduced the road emissions associated
with the project. The 800 sq. m, 20-cell
building was open just 12 weeks after the
modules arrived on site.
The success of this project was greatly
influenced by the client’s understanding
of modular construction. This enabled
it to select this method in the first place
and engage with module providers in the
early stages of the project. It also meant
that the initial design was based on a
modular system, which in turn expedited
the entire process.
Once you have gained an
understanding of modular methods,
achieving an approved design as soon
as possible is vital to a successful build.
This allows the architectural vision to
benefit from the efficiencies and quality
assurance of a factory build.
Images ©

Buy direct
Another important point is to buy from
a direct manufacturer. Reducing the
number of links in the chain between
you and the building provider will
always expedite the project and reduce
costs. Manufacturers have a better
understanding of the capability of their
products, which in turn allows you the
better to integrate your design with
their systems. This will also give you the
opportunity to visit the manufacturing
plants and examine their products.
Furthermore, only manufacturers can
offer you the warranty and quality
guarantees for your project.
To summarise, modular construction
is very different from traditional methods.
It is faster and more cost-effective,
if the right approach to procurement
is taken. If you want to get the best
from modular construction, commit
to it as early as possible, and use the
expertise of providers to inform your
designs and advise on the completion
of your building. C

Andy King is Managing Director at
Wernick Buildings
andy.king@wernick.co.uk

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental
services, Data management
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Every comment counts
RICS’ online platform iConsult enables members to contribute to live
consultations, writes Ellie Scott

R

ICS prides itself on
producing quality
standards, offering
value and guidance
to members and
regulated firms by
providing them with
clear mandatory
requirements and best practice advice. In
order to do so effectively, we rely on the
comments that you provide as part of the
consultation process.
The consultation process lasts for a
minimum of four weeks and, during this
time, RICS encourages all stakeholders
to engage by reading and commenting
on the document. The consultation is
shared as widely as possible.
RICS wants to offer the best possible
advice and guidance to members, and to

achieve this we need to be transparent
about our consultation process. By
consulting widely and openly on our
standards, we are being clear in how
we advise members to behave and the
criteria against which we regulate them,
giving them the opportunity to contribute

We rely on the
expertise and
experience of
members to help
influence future
standards

to and shape the documents themselves.
We rely on the expertise and experience
of our members to help influence future
standards, and every comment provided
can make a difference.
If a standard is likely to affect you and
the way that your firm deals with clients,
this is your chance to comment on it and
make suggestions to the author team.
You have the right to contribute, and
your comment could directly influence
the published document. Consultations
depend on active engagement from
members, and we set great value on your
input and insights.

How to get involved
First, visit the iConsult website
(www.consultations.rics.org), which will
show you the list of open consultations.
You will be able to view live consultations
and download a PDF of the complete
consultation document without logging in.
However, if you are new to iConsult, you
will need to register to submit comments
on the consultations. Please note that
iConsult is a different platform to rics.org,
and a separate account is needed.
Registering is easy, and involves a
few simple steps. Select “register” and
add details of your specialism to be
informed about consultations. Complete
your details under “user details”, “public
profile” and “private profile”. Please note
that fields that are marked with a red
asterisk are mandatory.
In order to be notified about
consultations, fill in subject areas of
interest and select “yes” when asked
whether you want to be notified about
consultations. Finally, click “register”, and
you will be ready to start commenting.
Please note that all comments need
to be submitted via iConsult for auditing
purposes; comments that are sent by
email may not be considered. Note,
however, that RICS members can gain
0.5 hours of informal CPD for every
consultation on which you comment. b
Ellie Scott is a senior product manager at RICS
escott@rics.org
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Next generation

I

It is essential to stimulate and engage students to retain their talent
in the built environment sector, argues Alex MacLaren

In September, we welcomed
hundreds of young people to
university on their first day of
built environment degrees.
What is the most important
message to give them, at the
moment they join the ranks
of our industry? “You are the
catalysts: look for a reaction.”
In a large classroom, those
initial encounters set the
parameters for engagement

with the construction industry.
In the first few weeks,
students might be thrilled
by the potential open to
them and inspired to make
changes. Or they might be
subdued by process and
taught to conform. The future
success of the creaking
UK construction industry
depends on achieving the
former. As ever-more diverse,
technologically astute and
media-savvy students enter
our learning spaces, we
educationalists are working
hard to keep up with the rapid
pace of change.
This is a positive challenge
to have. We are delighted this
year to see another increase
in the diversity of our intake.
In the School of Energy,
Geoscience, Infrastructure

14 NO V EMBER/ DECEMBER 2 017

and Society at Heriot-Watt
University, more than 40%
of students entering the
discipline are female. Around
20% of our new professional
built environment students
are not British nationals, and
a number of mature students
have caring responsibilities.
This demographic mix is
something that we would like
to see reflected in the industry:
the varying viewpoints can
bring a healthy debate to
overlooked areas, where
monocultural assumptions
have contributed to a lack of
review and innovation.

Two-way channels
In the early years of teaching
new recruits, the value of
having different voices and
perspectives in the room is

hugely apparent. A series
of open briefs in a first-year
class in 2016 resulted in
student projects looking
at construction ethics in
developing countries, the
risks of specifying innovative
materials, blockchain as a
means for tracing carbon
dioxide, the effects of
gendered workspaces on
mental health, animated video
coursework submissions and
novel consultation methods
live-trialled on social media.
Faced with a cohort
volunteering ideas of this
diversity and quality, teaching
according to prescribed
curricula that describe the
constraints of the status quo
must seem a disappointment
to these students. Our
traditional means of lecturing
Image © Shutterstock
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– “the sage on the stage” –
seem impoverished. We are
challenged instead to present
the current norms of industry
as a series of complex
problems ready for disruption,
an edifying history culminating
in a snapshot of current
practice that students should
question, critique and reform.
The manner in which we
communicate at universities
continues to change rapidly.
It should come as no surprise
that students expect
multimedia presentations,
cloud-based notes, interactive
sessions and presentations
accessible from anywhere on
any device. They want their
education to be a two-way
experience: to be given the
chance to ask questions
and to receive specific and
individual feedback regularly
throughout their studies.
They are attracted
and engaged by novel,
technology-enhanced means
of interaction or learning;
their study practices are
increasingly dispersed
and asynchronous, fitting
around varied lifestyles and
cultures. My colleagues in
higher education and I have
been attending training and
development workshops
over the summer, as we do
every year in a process of
continuous improvement,
trying to keep up with
ever-newer technology.

Student expectations
Stepping outside academia,
I do not as a practitioner
feel the same pressure from
my clients; but is that my
perception, or a product of the
low expectations that clients
have of the construction
industry? I do see these
brought to bear on wider
professional practice in the
built environment, but industry
is responding extremely slowly
to innovation. Platforms such
as Blackboard or Moodle
that host our university
courses and allow us to
provide content, interact with

students remotely and verify
and assess submissions
are all now ubiquitous in the
management of higher and
further education. These
tools are necessarily complex,
secure and regimented, as
the transactions between
learner and institution must be
carefully managed.
Perhaps as a result,
this software lags behind
the household names of
social media in terms of the
slickness of its interface. But it
allows secure written, graphic,
verbal and face-to-face
exchanges, and remains some
distance ahead of an industry
where crates of paper copies
are required for procedural
purposes, and the transaction
chain for a simple client
change runs to thousands of
email exchanges.
Students are used to
having a wealth of information
accessible via a simple, even
hand-held interface, and a
supporting framework that
tracks, records and verifies
activity. We cannot be
surprised at the astonishment
of students at the hard-copy
project documents and
correspondence trails they
encounter in conducting a
case study or during their
industry placement. I am
more inclined to encourage
their scepticism of traditional
processes, and to push
them to invent and proffer
alternatives – a trait welcomed
by canny employers.
Collaboration platforms
for the construction industry
do exist, and are evolving
at speed, such as Aconex
or Viewpoint. However,
inertia, scale and finance
combine to mean that these
are yet to become the norm
for construction project
management, in the same
way that education has
wholeheartedly adopted online
software for learning.

part of the “Design Engineer
Construct” curriculum, I see
technology enhancing the
learning experience through
interactive presentations
and flexible contexts and
submissions. School pupils
master Autodesk software
and embrace intelligent
database models as a
means of managing building
information – a conclusion it
has taken senior members of
our industry years to reach.
As with educational
software user interfaces
remain clumsy, which can
be frustrating for pupils, but
this leads them to question
the need for particular
protocols and processes.
Why, they ask, are these
documents or parameters
required? It is process – the
professional processes of
transactions, construction and
communication – that most
clearly grate when presented
in an educational environment.
This is the particular area
where tools and practices are
changing most rapidly, and
with which the industry has
fallen so far behind.
Perhaps in part this is
due to our own training, the
accredited education we
ourselves received. Many of
our tenets of professional
behaviour are rooted in
processes now so outdated
as to be incomprehensible to
anyone entering the industry.
But rather than teach out this
incredulity and train to the
norm, we must ask: “So how
can we improve this?”

Learning from pupils

Open conversation

Even working with schools,
as our university does as

There is no doubt we
live in a period of digital

Much of our professional
behaviour is rooted in
processes now so outdated
as to be incomprehensible to
anyone entering the industry
transformation, increasingly
acknowledged as the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. How can
the construction professions,
most of which were founded
in the 19th century, adapt to
this change? Bill Bordass
and Adrian Leaman’s 2013
editorial for Building Research
& Information, “A new
professionalism”, argues that
one of the historic roles of
professional institutions has
been to systematise the basic
services of their members
and practitioners, recognising
that “as time passes, activities
that once required judgement
become codified, organised
and commoditised, while
new areas of promise and
challenge arise”. This indicates
the ever-changing nature of
professional activity and the
challenge for construction
institutions as they find
themselves on the back foot in
a time of rapid change.
Technology is a great
leveller. The vast array of
options for communicating
can open channels that might
otherwise have remained
closed. We find students
who are reticent in physical
classes will contribute in
online discussion boards or
webinars, that a photograph or
sketch will be uploaded with
a query in place of a daunting
text explanation, that groups
will set up a OneDrive or
GoogleDoc for synchronous
document editing or create
a team account on Slack
to which the tutor may be
grudgingly invited.
Most excitingly, in mixed
learning groups, the visibility
of questions can lead to
peers answering queries
n
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without recourse to the tutor,
who will nevertheless retain
oversight of the conversation
throughout. This transparency
and ease of communication
itself transforms the means
by which knowledge is
transacted. The definitions of
student and tutor, junior and
senior engineer, or a student
of architecture and another of
surveying become blurred.
Ease of communication
allows effective collaboration,
and technology has pushed
education providers to
reassess their hierarchical
structures and role
assumptions. The networked
communication of messaging
platforms – allowing secure,
traceable video, text or
attachment exchange or
synchronous co-editing –
redefines the relationship
between tutor and student,
one discipline and another.
These networks are a
norm for those entering the
industry. They fundamentally
change, and further enable,
collaboration in a team. In the
common data environment of
building information models,
for instance, such interaction
is redefining assumptions of
role delineation, liability and
information exchange, with
significant contractual and
legal ramifications.

Inspiring institutions
Many professions feel
threatened by such changes,
including those summarised
by Jane Broadbent, Michael
Dietrich and Jennifer Roberts
as “institutionalised control
... being degraded by the
introduction of systems of
individual accountability based
on customer reaction”, in their
1997 book The End of the
Professions? Modern value
judgements have less recourse
to the traditional meritocracy
on which professional
institutions are predicated.
“The concept of ‘client rights’
has increasingly gained
acceptance … Traditional
professional attitudes are
perceived as unacceptably
patronising”, wrote Michael

Eraut in Developing
Professional Knowledge and
Competence in 1994.
The response must not
be a retreat to indefensible
19th-century procedure or a
set of outdated assumptions
based on inherited norms.
Instead, institutions must face
the challenge of attracting
and inspiring those who
are embarking on built
environment careers, engaging
those keen to revolutionise
procedures and forge their
own path in construction.
Professional construction
institutions are, as has been
mentioned, based along
traditional lines of operation.
Technology is only one factor
among many that is leading to
the dissolution of these rigid
boundaries, however. There
is an increasing movement
to break down perceived
barriers between professions
through groups such as G4C
Constructing Excellence,
dotBuiltEnvironment and
initiatives involving professional
engineering institutions. The
Edge Report, in common with
many practising professionals,
exhorts the institutions to
look beyond the traditional
limits of their disciplines and
work together to understand
and support the modern
professional context.
The greatest and most
important challenge remains
to inspire those who are
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embarking on their built
environment careers with a
passion that will, contrary
to current statistical trends,
see them retained by our
industry. In this vein, I met
a large number of built
environment students and
employers at the Global
Grand Challenges Summit in
Washington DC earlier this
summer, in my capacity as a
mentor for a mixed-disciplinary
undergraduate team from
Heriot-Watt University.
The entire summit, including
more than 800 attendees from
around the world, was built
around student participation
and the problems facing
humankind today. Household
names and distinguished
researchers presented
evidence. Technology featured
throughout, with mics in the
huge auditorium, app-based
question-and-answer sessions,
and artificial and virtual reality
demonstrations – not as ends
in themselves, but as ways of
enabling participation.
Afforded this access, focus
and agency, the attending
students responded with
confidence and purpose.
The event was memorable
and motivational for all
who attended: it eschewed
disciplinary and hierarchical
boundaries, and embraced
technology to bring together a
fantastically diverse audience
with a shared interest in the

big engineering problems in an
immensely fertile atmosphere.

Question everything
In many ways what the built
environment industry presents
to an enquiring mind is a big,
dynamic problem, itching
to be solved. The crisis
for our industry is how to
modernise, professionally and
responsibly, to a point where
we reflect the demographics,
motivations and practices of
contemporary society. The
crisis for our educationalists
is how to teach an accredited
curriculum in such a way that
leads the students to question
everything they learn, and
prepares them to transform
our industry.
These new tech-savvy,
collaborative recruits must be
the catalyst for change in the
built environment. There is no
choice: as we were powerfully
reminded by the Farmer
Review last year, construction
must Modernise or Die. C

Alex MacLaren is an architect and
an associate professor at
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh
alex.maclaren@hw.ac.uk

Related competencies include
Construction technology and
environmental services
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An apple a day
Making our buildings smart can contribute
to our health and wellbeing, according to
Catriona Brady and Dr Naghman Khan

T

he phrase “health
and wellbeing”
might bring to mind
a rhyme about the
doctor-dodging
powers conferred
by a daily apple. Yet
these proverbial
days are seemingly behind us, as health
and wellbeing has become a frequently
used term in the building industry instead.
Client demand for quality office spaces,
retail areas and homes that enhance
human health and productivity is growing.
The vision of health and wellbeing is
to provide productive and comfortable
environments for the building occupant
over the long term; well-designed and
operated environments should inspire
positive lifestyle choices, resulting in
healthier, more productive building users.

Design considerations
Human health and wellbeing can be
affected by many factors, and as building
designers it is outside our remit to
influence the diets and fitness of
occupants. But implementing health and
wellbeing in buildings is an holistic concept,
and will have tangible effects on areas that
do lie in our scope (see Figure 1).

Figure 1
Health and wellbeing influences in the
built environment
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Demand for buildings that encourage
health is increasing, and we must respond
accordingly to clients’ requirements. We
should shift our focus from the way that
the building works to the way the user
lives. Easier said than done perhaps, but
we do have a tried, tested and
industry-trusted tool at our disposal –
namely, simulation.

The role of simulation
Modelling and simulation support building
design. To improve such design with
occupants in mind, there is clearly an
opportunity to integrate cutting-edge
building technologies into our work.
Areas that could benefit from a
simulation-based predictive approach
could include:
bb using computational fluid dynamics to
assess indoor air quality
bb performing analysis of discrete
zones to assess the thermal comfort of
individual occupants
bb examining the feasibility and
performance of different ventilation
strategies
bb managing moisture and condensation
bb assessing reverberation and
acoustic impacts
bb measuring and designing ambient or
circadian lighting.
An assortment of modelling prospects
demonstrates that simulation could
support healthy building design. However,
questions of feasibility and practicality –
such as the development of new metrics,
issues of cost and resource-effectiveness
– highlight that the integration of health
and wellbeing simulation into our current
skill set will face some challenges. Our
hope is that an industry-wide interest in
this area will encourage the necessary
development of new metrics, as a way of
supporting a better standard of living for
building occupants.
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health and wellbeing through its Virtual
Environment software. The Virtual
Environment technology offers many
outputs relevant to designing buildings
for health and wellbeing, including
thermal and visual comfort, indoor air
quality, daylight availability, sky view,
comfort indices, the percentage of people
dissatisfied with a building’s interior and
the mean age of air.
This technology is also designed to
tackle future challenges for healthy
design, and can model a range of
scenarios developed by the UK Climate
Impacts Programme to ensure that we as
an industry are designing long-lasting,
sustainable buildings.
But this is not just technology for the
future. IES consultants have helped
clients secure WELL credits for circadian
lighting, daylight modelling and thermal
comfort across half a dozen projects,
including several office developments
in Paris (http://bit.ly/2xkwduj). Virtual
Environment technology offers users the
power to explore the WELL standard at
design stage, and integrate health and
wellbeing concepts into their projects.

A healthy future
Simulation is a great way to demonstrate
the tangible benefits of health and
wellbeing applications across an array
of potential uses. But the ultimate goal is
to create a productive and comfortable
built environment. Simulation can certainly
contribute to this, but the benefits of a
well-designed building are easily negated
by poor use; in contrast, they can be
optimised by fitness trackers and health
apps, for instance.
Simulation should become a tool
to support healthy design, but most
importantly, contribute to the holistic
approach to wellbeing necessary for
optimal human health. As our building
designs advance in enabling healthy living,
our old proverb may just need a rewrite.
Forget the apples: it’s the engineers
keeping illness at bay. b

Catriona Brady is Sustainability Consultant
at XCO2 and Dr Naghman Khan is Business
Development Manager and Building
Simulation Expert at IES
naghman.khan@iesve.com
www.iesve.com/health-wellbeing

Acoustics

Doing WELL
Fixtures,
fittings and
furniture

Integrated Environmental Solutions
(IES), a company working in 3D building
performance simulation, has already
achieved WELL Building Standard credits
(www.wellcertified.com) by measuring

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental
services, Sustainability
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The introduction of the International Construction Measurement Standards
signals a new dawn for the small business, as Justin Sullivan explains

Little and large

T

he expression “a
rising tide lifts all
boats” is often used
to suggest that
improvements in the
general economy
will benefit everyone.
But it is no less
relevant in our business community of
quantity surveyors. With most practising
in small or micro businesses – I am
told more than 80% of member firms
are of this size – there is an armada of
small boats out there that will all benefit
from the rising tide of our standards,
in particular the recently introduced
International Construction Measurement
Standards (ICMS).
The ICMS have been designed to
enable transparent and more regulated
global comparisons for high-level cost
classification. But why is this necessary?

architect as our cost consultant. He was
a nice chap, who ran a small business and
had worked with the architect many times.
When we all met to receive the
long-awaited cost plan, it was immediately
apparent that the standard required for
such a project was missing. The client was
shocked that I pointed this out, especially
as I had only looked at the front cover at
this stage. But the document was so thin
for a project of this size that it could never
have contained the level of detail needed
for the important and logical next steps,
such as value engineering.
A debate ensued about how the cost
plan should look, which culminated in the
client asking what the global standard
for a cost plan was. Both the quantity
surveyor and I admitted that there was
no such standard, as quantity surveyors
require different things around the world.
The client was dumbfounded.

Dumbfounded in Dubai

It’s good to be in the ICMS

A couple of years ago, I was sitting in an
architect’s office in a sweltering Dubai.
Despite being a quantity surveyor myself,
I had been asked this time to perform a
project monitoring role, having worked
for the client for many years both in the
UK and overseas. We appointed the local
quantity surveyor recommended by the

As part of my RICS role as Chair of the
Quantity Surveying and Construction
Professional Group Board, I have travelled
in and outside the UK to speak with
members about the standards, with
ICMS and the International Property
Measurement Standards being at the
forefront of their minds; these have either
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already been implemented and adopted in
the workplace, as in the latter case, or will
be shortly – the ICMS were launched in
Vancouver in July, although adoption rates
are not yet known.
There has always been a mixed
reception for new standards. I have often
heard people ask “Why do we need yet
another RICS standard?” This is normally
followed by silence, then the penny
drops – “Wouldn’t it be good if we all
started doing the task the same way?”
Cost reporting would be conducted in a
similar manner, with everyone completing
the same steps in a regulated and more
sophisticated manner.
The ICMS were created by a Standard
Setting Committee (SSC) comprising
chartered surveyors from all over the
world and from various business groups.
There was no concentration of larger
firms among their number – if anything,
it was the smaller firms that were more
involved. The focus of the SSC was on
devising international cost classification
standards that would do the job perfectly,
rather than simply aiming to keep
everybody happy.
Many of the major players in quantity
surveying world have said they will
support and adopt ICMS. However, does
that then give them an advantage over
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Being ‘international’
does not mean being
somewhere else
– global standards
affect everyone
the smaller practices? I don’t think so. The
smaller practice by definition has fewer
projects, fewer clients and inevitably
less in the way of red tape, politics and
standardised systems. The smaller
practitioner should be able to adapt
quicker to a new reporting system, which
is basically what ICMS offer.

Setting common standards
At the macro level, research into global
cost standards by RICS’ Building Cost
Information Service (BCIS) in 2009
noted a lack of common classifications
and a complete absence of standards in
certain countries, findings borne out by
the SSC. More recently various studies,
including those from respected bodies
such as the McKinsey Global Institute
and the World Economic Forum, have
noted that potential productivity and
efficiency improvements in construction
are hampered by the lack of standards in
cost management and reporting.
At a governmental level, the need
to attract private finance, particularly
in infrastructure, is well recorded, and
standards that enable transparency, cost
prediction and minimising risk for projects
are necessary to inform investors’ and
governments’ decisions.
Similarly, among businesses, global
construction clients and consultancies
need to compare costs across sectors.
Many clients now have vast programmes
of work, and consultants prepare and
issue worldwide cost research that
would benefit from reference to common
standards. The larger players that have
agreed to adopt ICMS also have extended
supply chains that include micro, small
and medium-sized enterprises, where
harmonised standards can greatly help
the flow and interpretation of construction
cost data.

The “I” in “international”
Change is always a challenge. The
profession should, however, see the
opportunity here. Quantity surveyors
are the natural data managers in the
construction industry and the advent
of new technologies such as building

information modelling (BIM) will only make
this role more important. With increasing
global and mobile opportunities, there is
scope to unify the financial management
of construction across buildings and civil
engineering, which can only increase the
demand for and status of the profession.
Remember that being “international”
does not mean being somewhere else. We
see large takeovers of British consultants
by overseas players and substantial
foreign direct investment in the UK.
So global standards affect everyone.
Professions also thrive on debate. Silence
and ambivalence are not options if the
profession is to progress.

The RICS position
ICMS were developed by a collaborative
coalition of global professional bodies.
They are not RICS standards as such,
although we are a member of that
coalition. Since the standards aim to
improve the global performance of the
profession and unify terminologies, the
coalition agreed to make the ICMS free
for all, as standards that can be used by
all in the industry. RICS intends to issue
a user guide for ICMS and follow up with
a global professional statement in cost
planning and estimating based on ICMS.
This planned professional statement will
regulate members on a global basis.
At a UK level, the RICS New Rules
of Measurement (NRM) 1 and 3 will
also be adapted to incorporate ICMS,
though NRM 2 will remain largely
unaffected. RICS will support these
changes by providing mapping between
existing standards and the NRM, and
many software vendors are already
incorporating ICMS into their products.
BCIS is also reviewing new products
associated with ICMS and the impact the
new standards will have on their existing
data. As such a global data hierarchy
will be created for the cost management
profession, linking data at an overarching
benchmarking level with more granular
national, measurement systems.

Applicability and adoption
Those who are heavily involved in ICMS
suggest that it will take several years, as
a ballpark figure, to achieve widespread
adoption of the standards. However,
many leading cost consultancies and
clients have already begun to use ICMS
and formally declared their support
including Arcadis, Arup, Gleeds, RLB
and Turner and Townsend. Many SMEs
and micro businesses are part of the
extended supply chains connected with
large practices, and therefore adoption

and understanding of ICMS is a natural
progression for a professional in an
organisation of any size.
Software vendors are also beginning to
incorporate ICMS into their products. As
BIM and technology continue to progress
and affect quantity surveyors, standards
are necessary to refine and analyse the
increasing amounts of data.
While many of the larger cost
consultancy firms can see the immediate
benefits in using and reporting with ICMS, it
will in time be of considerable use to SMEs
and micro-businesses that are also part of
the same construction industry or surveying
profession. Published project cost data
based on the ICMS classification will be
available to firms of all sizes, which will then
be able to report and advise their clients
more accurately in a commonly
formatted manner.
This will serve to instil greater confidence
in the client organisation which should
bring benefits to the smaller firm, following
the trickle-down principle. ICMS will be
mandatory for members once they are
incorporated into the RICS professional
statement, which we plan to publish next
year. The complete text of ICMS will appear
in that statement – accordingly, firms of all
sizes will soon need to know what ICMS
all mean and how they work, and I suggest
that you become an early adopter and get
ahead of others. I believe that ICMS are
good news for all cost consultancy firms,
large or small – so why not adopt them
sooner rather than later? b
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APC

The best tests
David Cohen offers five top tips to ensure
success in your final assessment

S

o you want to pass
your APC? The secret
of success is just one
word: preparation.
Do not
underestimate the
amount of time you
need for this. From the
point you start your APC to the moment
you leave your final interview, you need
to plan for success and organise both
yourself and your work portfolio. Many
unsuccessful candidates either lack the
relevant competency experience at the
required levels or have not adequately
prepared for the interview, even if
the panel does find their submission
documentation acceptable.
This article therefore presents our top
five tips for preparing to pass your APC.

1. Have a plan
You should have a plan in place right
from the start. Agree this with your
employer, counsellor or whoever is
working with you on your APC, but be
open-minded and prepared to change
the plan if necessary.
The requirements for the APC are
defined in the relevant pathway guide,
and it may be that the experience you
need will not always come directly from
your employer, so think about how you
will gain this otherwise.
When formulating your plan, ensure
you understand the APC process.
Arrange and hold regular meetings
with your mentors to be certain you are
sticking to your plan, or agree with them
how to change it where necessary.

2. Know your submission
When your documents are complete
and you have submitted them, don’t
forget about them. Make sure you know
the content of these documents in as
2 0 NO V EMBER/ DECEMBER 2 017

much detail as you can since this, along
with the APC guidance, is the only
information the assessment panel will
use to prepare for the interview.
You may well have written parts of
your submission documents some time
before uploading them to the
Assessment Resource Centre (ARC);
continuing professional development
(CPD) entries, for example, may
pre-date your final assessment by
two years. Refresh your memory on
what you have submitted ahead of
your interview.

3. Answer questions aloud
One of the best ways to practise your
ability to respond to questions is to
arrange for someone to ask you about
the various topics using different styles
of question. It will help if the questioner
has technical knowledge and is a
chartered surveyor in your discipline so
you can discuss your responses with
them afterwards. Perhaps even record
the session so you can hear how you
respond and work out ways to be more
efficient in your answers – you may not
like doing so, but it will be worth it.

4. Arrange a mock interview
The best way of testing everything you
have prepared is to arrange at least one
full mock interview with a panel who
know the final process you will face.
See whether you can find a couple of
friendly assessors to help.
Remember that questions will be
open, and “yes” or “no” responses are
not permitted since they would give you
a 50% chance of getting the answer
right. This approach will test your
knowledge at Level 1; discussing your
experience in relation to this is required
at Level 2, and at Level 3 you must also
offer appropriate advice.
Images © iStock

5. A safe pair of hands?
Assessors are checking that the
experience you have presented in your
written submission is evident when they
ask you about your working history,
and that it corresponds to and is in
line with the RICS Quantity Surveying
and Construction pathway guidance.
The minimum level of knowledge and
the experience and advice you should
demonstrate is detailed in these
guidance notes.
There are no excuses if you have
not gained sufficient experience or
knowledge when you are at the final
interview stage – if this does prove to be

Do not underestimate
the amount of time
you will need to
prepare for your APC
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the case, then you are clearly not ready
for the assessment.
The assessment panel wants to
ensure that you are a safe pair of
hands and can provide the services of
a professional and RICS member. Only
after the assessment will you be able to
set up your own regulated firm and offer
services as a chartered surveyor.

Summary
A final thought: don’t panic. This article
aims to provide an insight into issues
commonly faced by candidates in their
preparation. Many of these can be
totally avoided before you even make
your written submission.
Yet as assessors, we still see
problems on a regular basis, such as:
bb word count does not comply with
the guidance
bb poor CPD evidence is provided
bb an inappropriate topic is chosen for
the case study
bb spelling and grammar are poor

bb the documents are
poorly presented
bb lack of knowledge is
demonstrated at Level 1
bb evidence of project-specific
experience is lacking for the
competencies at Level 2 and 3.
The assessors want you to pass, but
you must be ready when you submit
your documents to sit the final interview.
RICS sets no quota for numbers of
passes or referrals. Be assured that if
you are not ready you are very unlikely
to succeed – this is why the assessors
are trained for these interviews.
Remember to keep positive, ensure
you plan well and prepare meticulously
for all stages of the APC process.
This will mean that you have a greater
chance of success.

APC Academy
The APC Academy can support
employers and candidates through the

assessment
process.
We offer
a number
of bespoke
services and seminars
that include assisting with document
preparation, providing questions
based on the submitted documents
and arranging mock interviews and
presentations. Combination packages
of these services are very popular, so if
you feel you need more help please get
in touch. b
David Cohen is an APC Chairman and Assessor,
Director at Amicus Property Consultants, and
Director at APC Academy
david.cohen@apc-academy.co.uk

Details of our services can be found at
www.apc-academy.co.uk
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Dave Ramsey introduces data standards, the
link between RICS standards and proptech

R

ICS concentrates
much of its efforts
on raising the
professional status
of its surveyors
worldwide, focusing
on people. But the
modern world is about more than people: it
is awash with data, software applications,
hardware components and digital
companies, all interacting with each other.
Expressions such as the “internet of
things” are becoming more than concepts,
so behind every device should be a
standardised way of communicating and
representing data objects. Developers
rely on clear standards to ensure that
the data they are processing can be read
consistently and potentially used in ways
they have not considered. Costs, valuations
and building measurements are clearly
embedded in much of what will be digitised
in the future and RICS must offer value
to its members by staying relevant as the
property sector is transformed. Part of this
value comes from defining schemas for the
representation of data, providing guidance
and ensuring that software tools comply
with the relevant standards and regulations.

An invaluable role
Data standards form the link between
the standards RICS professionals follow
and the software products that they use.
Often they are invisible, but they serve
an invaluable role in ensuring that data
is portable, comparable and re-useable.
However, data standards guarantee

RICS is committed
to developing a suite
of data standards to
help professionals
interact with the
digital world

Planning for
the future
only the correct format, not its quality.
They complement rather than replace
written standards and are another way
of checking the requirements of RICS’
professional statements. It is envisaged
that defining the data standards will be
vital to every standard-setting initiative
and arguably the most important part for
many users.

New challenges
RICS is committed to developing a suite
of data standards to help professionals
interact with the digital world. One of
the first of these is designed to support
the International Property Measurement
Standards (IPMS) and define how
a building’s measurements can be
exchanged between applications. Ethical
and compliance issues must be recorded
as part of this standard, as these areas
are critical to the profession.
New challenges are also being
met: for example, how can data be
recorded in the measurement process
where RICS-adopted standards do
not officially recognise it? Many users
of measurement data report the
maximum width and length of rooms,
or “components”, as they are defined
in IPMS. If maxLength and maxWidth
are part of the data standard, this could
suggest that these measurements
are pertinent to the IPMS, though this
is not the case. If this requirement is
omitted, however, the data standard
will be less helpful to a large user base.
Making the measurement optional but
without pointers as to how they should
be named – for example, maxLength,
maximumLength or maxLen – could in
turn mean the standard is not used in a
consistent way.
Other challenges include data that is
barely in use today but could become
essential in future, such as volumetric
measurement and height information.
Even though volumetric and height data
are not currently part of IPMS, when
the IPMS second edition is published,
measurers will update their skills and
Image © iStock

should work just as efficiently, armed with
their new information.
It is not so easy with software.
Firmware – that is, embedded software
– must be updated, database tables
modified and reporting tools redesigned.
Then there is the issue of how to support
different versions of the same data
standards because no one wants to have
to ask: “Which version of IPMS does your
tool support?”

Positive points
The surveyor’s role can be defended and
improved by introducing digital signatures
to professional reports. Exploring this
technology, we can demonstrate how
professionals can sign off on their work,
ensuring changes to their output are
detectable. Furthermore, compliance
documentation included in measurement
data can be enhanced to enable
large-scale audits – all with the goal of
providing first-class service.
The first data standards are scheduled
for publication by early 2018. This will
involve working closely with RICS’
technical affiliates and consulting with
floor-plan specialists, software suppliers
and measurement professionals to
ensure a quality output and that the value
RICS is aiming to provide is articulated
and quantifiable.
There will be future updates on this in
RICS journals and on the website. b
Dave Ramsey is RICS Director of
Data Standards
dramsey@rics.org

RICS Technology Affiliate Programme
www.rics.org/tap

Related competencies include
Building information modelling
(BIM) management
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Marion Hitchcock inspects the
findings of a recent BIM adoption survey

T

Take-off
he 2017 National Building
Specification (NBS) survey of
building information modelling
(BIM) reports an 8% increase in
the use of the technology in the
past year – at 62%, up from 54%
in the 2016 survey. This is the
highest leap since 2014.
This is perhaps an indication
that the government’s BIM
Level 2 mandate, which came into
play in April 2016, has increased
BIM adoption in the UK. The mandate was introduced to support
the government’s construction strategy, and one of its objective
is to reduce cost across project lifecycles.

BIM benefits and barriers
It is sometimes difficult to quantify the cost savings to be made
from BIM adoption because construction projects tend to be
bespoke and the commercial detail is confidential. Clearly, some
types and size of project will see more benefits than others, but
clients experienced in using BIM tell us there are few schemes
that would not benefit from BIM adoption, no matter how small.
The NBS survey respondents who have yet to adopt BIM
declare that one of the reasons for this is a lack of client
demand. This aligns with our experience that the private sector
has not adopted BIM to anywhere near the same extent as
government-funded projects, even though 70% of the NBS
survey respondents believe that BIM helps reduce costs, 60%
that it saves time and 65% that it can bring significant benefits
in the operation and maintenance (O&M) stage. According to
72% of the participants, clients do not understand the benefits of
BIM – and this includes government departments that are failing
to enforce their own mandate. Our experience also indicates that
clients often believe that BIM adds more cost than it does value.
The advantages of using BIM in the design and construction
process are well documented – for example, with regard to
visualisation and clash detection. For this reason, it is perhaps
expected that design consultants and contractors will drive
the BIM process. Anecdotal feedback we have received is that
adoption of BIM by cost consultants is slower than in other
practice areas. We would argue that there are many benefits for
cost consultants in adopting BIM and upskilling, some of which
are set out below.

Cost consulting
Given the nature of its role in bringing a project in on budget
and projecting lifecycle costs beyond the construction phase, a
cost consultant is ideally placed to quantify the savings clients
can make by adopting BIM. Where clients build and hold on to
an asset, a significant proportion of its costs may be incurred in
the facilities management (FM) stage. However, FM issues tend
not to be addressed early enough limiting the relevance of the
building information model for O&M purposes, thereby reducing
the benefit of BIM adoption to the client. In quantifying the cost
Image © iStock

savings of adoption across the project lifecycle and encouraging
the client to ensure the information requirements are aligned with
the client’s output needs, the cost consultant would be able to
assist the client to gain maximum benefit from BIM.
One advantage for a cost consultant of being involved early in
a project and having experience in BIM is that they would be able
to influence project information requirements and align the model
detail with NRM 1 to achieve optimal data for their needs across
the whole project lifecycle. In addition, the embedded quantities
and cost information is automatically updated to reflect design
changes, facilitating the efficiency of the quantity surveyor’s role
and the accuracy of the data.
Given that BIM tends to require, or encourage, increased
collaboration in the project team, lead designers tell us that there
is an advantage in appointing a professional team with a record
of being able to work together. Thus the cost consultant is able
to influence BIM take-up by clients and has the opportunity to
become embedded in project teams.
Numerous sources, for example research by the University of
Salford, reassure cost consultants that digitisation of the project
information supports rather than lessens their role. There needs
to be professional analysis of the data that goes into the model
in order to generate the required output. The cost consultant
understands project-specific needs and BIM enhances the value
the cost consultant is able to provide to the client by generating
more complete and accurate data on which to base their
assumptions and recommendations. In addition, alongside BIM’s
benefits are issues of data integrity and software interoperability
that mean quantities still need to be verified. Finally, BIM allows for
cross-project data analysis, which is not easy when using other
sources, saving costs for the client. Perhaps there is a role to
develop here for cost consultants?
The industry may be digitising at different speeds, but 78% of
the NBS survey respondents state that they see BIM as the future
of project information. So why not be at the forefront? b
Marion Hitchcock is Solicitor at Pinsent Masons
marion.hitchcock@pinsentmasons.com

Related competencies include
Building information modelling (BIM) management, Data management
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